
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE PYRAMIDE

CHICHEN ITZA BY THE MAYANS

Chichen Itza was a large pre-Columbian city built by the Maya people of the Terminal Classic The site exhibits a
multitude of architectural styles, reminiscent of styles seen in central Mexico and of the Puuc and The ruins of Chichen
Itza are federal property, and the site's stewardship is maintained by Mexico's Instituto.

These three structures were constructed in a row extending from the Osario. The northern side also has large
stone snake heads to further remind the purpose of the building. Gone are the hesitancy and uncertainty of the
Castillo-sub. Often you can see solar panels near their simple huts made of rough wooden sticks and thatched
roofing. These have been named as the House of the Metates and the House of the Mestizas. The Chac Mool
Temple probably was not in use for more than fifty years, and thus the maximum time between the
construction of the Castillo and the Temple of the Warriors likely was not more than about a century. To the
south, the Temple of the Three Lintels and structure 7B2 seem to be built on the same terrace, but their
parallel orientation to the northeast defines no space between the buildings. The excavations at the Temple of
the Warriors and the trenches across the plaza to the Castillo provide the stratigraphic relationships known for
the Great Plaza. Temple of the Warriors: Another large, stepped pyramid. Mayan stone hut with thatched roof.
Structure 5D4 may also be a Pure Florescent construction, but it, like structure 5B20, which Tozzer also
classified as a Pure Florescent edifice, is not known in enough detail to make identification certain. Montejo
the Younger attempted an all out assault against the Maya and lost of his remaining troops. The successful
architectural experiment in the design of the Castillo pyramid was not attained at the Chac Mool Temple,
however, and the structure must have appeared squat and puny behind its wide colonnade. This
pyramid-shaped structure stands close to feet high. Morris who published the work from this expedition in two
volumes entitled Temple of the Warriors. The Temple of the Small Tables which is an unrestored mound.
Long rumored to have been the site of human sacrifice, the cenote was dredged in the early s. Located
approximately midway between each of the groups of the masks is a different type of mask motif, called by
Morris a plumed serpent shield , Figs. The relief carvings on the walls of the court remind us of the ritual
function of ball games; for example, there is a gruesome scene of two seven-man teams facing each other and
one team captain decapitating the losing captain of the opposition. The location of the cave has been well
known in modern times. The Temple of the Warriors complex consists of a large stepped pyramid fronted and
flanked by rows of carved columns depicting warriors. In the south the House of the Phalli is earlier than the
Modified Florescent courtyard to the south and the other buildings on the present courtyard level to the north.
Many of the sites in Chichen Itza are known for their unusual sounds. The North Colonnade abuts the junction
of the West and Northwest Colonnades, and covers and obscures portions of the south face of the pyramid of
the Temple of the Warriors. The Osario itself, like El Castillo, is a step-pyramid temple dominating its
platform, only on a smaller scale. There are indications that the Castillo was not completed until this time, for
the serpent heads at the foot of the stairway ramps on the north side of the Castillo may rest on this third
courtyard level Morris, Charlot and Morris  Standard bearers and a chac mool figure were also part of the
sculptural decoration of the Temple of the Warriors. The dredging yielded numerous precious artifacts made
of gold, turquoise and jade, as well as human remains. In the s, explorers John Lloyd Stephens and Frederick
Catherwood wrote about and illustrated the ancient Maya Architecture they saw. In the colonnade, two
massive altars flank the stairway to the temple, the one to the south built at the same time as the colonnade, the
one to the north a secondary construction. The "El Caracol" observatory temple. In the s, Chichen Itza began
to receive an influx of visitors on the day of the spring equinox. The next phase of construction consisted of
removing this northern extension of the West Colonnade. By then, it was already one of the largest cities in
the Mayan world, covering nearly two square miles with densely packed commercial, residential and other
structures made of stone. At the four corners of the temple, in the center of the north, south, and east walls,
and flanking the triple doorway on the west, are mask panels. The Temple of the Carved Columns is a small
elegant building that consists of a front gallery with an inner corridor that leads to an altar with a Chac Mool.
The Steam Bath: This structure features a water bath and steam chamber operated by using heated stones.
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Today, some 2 million tourists visit Chichen Itza annually to explore its architectural wonders and gain further
insight into Mayan history and culture. At its height, it is believed that as many as 50, people lived in the city.
Kubler observed that each facade presents eight salient panels and that those on the top level are about
one-fifth the width of those at ground level. Thanks for watching! If the Temple of the Big Tables is
associated with the Castillo or Chac Mool Temple, the basis might be functional rather than temporal.


